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   This paper mainly researches the detection and recognition of small 
infrared target in ordinary sky background image. To address the low contrast 
infrared image sequences in the small moving target detection problem, this 
paper presents a Robert operator basing on the combination of LJ detection 
method. First, deal with the goal of the sky containing small infrared images 
gray background. Then, according to the light of objectives / Noise / gray 
background distribution model, as well as the characteristics of the sky 
background, we transform the gray-specific linear, and draw effects through 
Robert Operators edge extraction, and improve the signal nearby pixel 
contrast. Finally we find targets through the eventual adoption of threshold 
segmentation. From the definition of Fourier transform, we can see the noise 
energy mainly concentrates on the high-frequency band, and background energy 
mainly concentrates on the low-energy spectrum, and the main objective of 
energy distribution in the high-frequency band, so we choose different 
parameters and processing methods, which can separate the candidate target 
from the background.  
 
   On the other hand, It is widely used monitors by people. we can get some 
images from monitors, some small target live in these images. It is a hot 
area to study  the  kind of small target。 The subject has great prospect. 
















   Through these  comprehensive use of integrated image processing 
algorithm, we can use a certain level of the false alarm rate to detect image 
sequences in the small target more accurately. The experimental results 
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